
• Find out why students are silent when it comes to making rules.Are they shy?
Do they feel safe? The reason will determine your approach.

• If students are only parroting answers, push them to defend the answers they
give.Ask,“Why is it important?”“What does it mean?”“Does everyone agree?”
(Kohn, 1996, pp. 96–97).

Although these general rules are important for any classroom, there are some
ground rules specific to a project-based science classroom. These ground rules estab-
lish acceptable student behavior during various aspects of project activities. For exam-
ple, teachers might want students to be quiet when they are reading but lively when
critiquing each other’s ideas.Table 10.10 illustrates some aspects of project-based sci-
ence instruction for which specific rules might be needed. You can use the table with
students to establish ground rules. It can also be used to communicate with parents
about your expectations. Many teachers find the table most helpful before the start of a
specific activity.

The teacher in Scenario 2 established rules before taking students outdoors to play a
game.Another important time for establishing ground rules is when students are brain-
storming ideas for a driving question. Before brainstorming, the teacher draws three
columns on the board: Activity, Questions, and Ground Rules. Then the teacher might
engage students in a discussion about the ground rules that need to be in place during
the brainstorming activity. The resulting ground rules can be posted in the classroom and
referred to at a later time.

Portfolio Activity 10.10 will work you through the process of establishing ground rules.
Another useful technique for establishing acceptable student behavior is filling in a

behavior tree. A behavior tree is a diagram in which the teacher and students establish
the goals that need to be met during a specific activity and set ground rules that need to
be followed to meet the goals.The behavior tree focuses students’ attention on behavior
needed for a specific task or activity.The behavior tree in Figure 10.2 illustrates accept-
able behavior during an acid rain activity.The teacher might say to the class,“Boys and
girls, this afternoon we are going to be testing different samples of acid rain.You will be

Portfolio Activity 10.10 ESTABLISHING GROUND RULES

Materials Needed:
• Table 10.10

A. Table 10.10 shows at least one ground rule that might
be established during each phase of a project. Think
about additional ground rules that might be established
during each phase. List them in the third column.

B. Discuss your ideas with classmates or a practicing
teacher. How did your ground rules differ from the
ideas of others?

C. If possible, visit an elementary or middle grade class-
room and discuss these ideas with students. What
types of ground rules do students devise to answer
the questions about project-based activities?

D. Record your findings in your portfolio.
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